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Abstract—The most relevant results from the IDR/UPM Institute6
research on solar cells/panels and Li-ion batteries performance7
are reviewed in this article. The aim of this article is to present8
the possibilities of the mathematical procedures developed for space9
applications, with a view to extend their use to other industrial10
sectors. The research at the IDR/UPM Institute has been driven11
by selecting simple tools and procedures to model the behavior of12
solar cell/panel, since modeling these photovoltaic devices is nor-13
mally carried out by 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit models,14
which might represent an unaffordable mathematical challenge for15
many professionals and technicians in the renewable energy field.16
Concerning Li-ion batteries, the large experience accumulated17
during the maintenance of the UPMSat-2 battery resulted in the18
successful development of new mathematical models to study the19
performance of batteries. The models developed are based on the20
amount of discharged energy, measured in W·h, instead of other21
more traditional parameters such as the state of charge, measured22
in A·h.23

Index Terms—Battery, I–V curve, li-ion, parameter extraction,24
performance, solar cell, solar panel.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

THANKS to the UPMSat-2 satellite project (see Fig. 1),27

different research lines on space systems have been devel-28

oped at the Instituto Universitario de Microgravedad “Ignacio29

Da Riva” (IDR/UPM) from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid30

(UPM), which is the research center responsible for the design,31

development, construction and integration of this satellite. The32

most important research lines were: attitude determination and33
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Fig. 1. UPMSat-2 satellite integration with the VEGA launcher at the Centre
Spatial Guyanais of CNES (Kourou, French Guiana). February 2020. This
satellite was launched on September 2, 2020. (Photo courtesy of IDR/UPM
Institute).

control subsystem (ADCS) [1]–[3]; thermal control subsystem 34

[4]–[7], mainly based on ESATAN analysis; structural analy- 35

sis of spacecraft and space instruments and systems [8]–[11], 36

and spacecraft power subsystem (SPS) [12], [13], [22]–[24], 37

[14]–[21]. 38

The work related to the UPMSat-2 SPS was focused on the 39

performance analysis of photovoltaic systems (solar cell/panel), 40

harness design, and its Li-ion batteries. The main motivation for 41

this article was the need for analytical procedures that would 42

generate quick solutions, with the aim to accelerate systems 43

design. At the IDR/UPM Institute, these analytical procedures 44

have been implemented in a concurrent design facility (CDF) 45

for spacecraft mission design [25], [26], and in thermoelectric 46

coupled analysis of satellite power subsystems with ESATAN 47

[27]. 48

Additionally, a simple procedure for solar panel testing was 49

also developed to check the performance of the UPMSat-2 solar 50

panels. With this simple procedure, solar panels are tested under 51

the sun, the results being extrapolated to the common standard 52

test conditions (STCs) for space photovoltaic systems (AM0 and 53

28 °C) [19]. 54
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Fig. 2. Solar cell/panel 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit.

Regarding Li-ion batteries, the expertise at the IDR/UPM55

Institute was gained through UPMSat-1 (launched in 1995,56

this was the tenth university space mission in History) and57

UPMSat-2 missions. The UPMSat-2 battery, developed by58

SAFT Batteries, is a 18 A·h battery based on VES16 Li-ion59

cells. This battery had to be periodically monitored and bal-60

anced since its delivery, in 2014. The experience gained through61

these monitoring and cell-balancing procedures, together with62

some specific testing performed, allowed the researchers at63

IDR/UPM to propose a new model for battery performance64

analysis based on the discharged energy level from the internal65

(and ideal) source, and not on the charged/discharged A·h.66

This methodology turned out to be simple, accurate, and more67

importantly, not dependent on the charging/discharging current68

level.69

A. Aim of the Present Article70

The aim of the present article is to review the analytical and71

simple techniques related to photovoltaic systems and battery72

performance analyses developed at the IDR/UPM Institute. The73

motivation behind this work is the real possibility of using these74

techniques and procedures in other industrial sectors which deal75

with these power source systems, such as the renewable energy76

sector or the construction sector, has driven us to write this77

article.78

The present article is organized as follows: in Section II,79

the main problem of modeling a solar cell/panel by using an80

equivalent circuit model is presented, together with two an-81

alytical solutions and a much simpler explicit methodology.82

In Section III, the procedure to analyze Li-ion battery per-83

formance is described. Conclusions are summarized in Sec-84

tion IV. Additionally, an Appendix related to the Lambert85

function has been added (Section V), since this function pro-86

vides a very useful tool to solve explicit equations described in87

Section II.88

II. SOLAR CELL/PANEL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL89

Several options exist regarding solar cell/panel equivalent90

circuit models. Among them, the one most regularly used is the91

1-diode/2-resistor model (see Fig. 2). The equation that relates92

the output current, I, to the output voltage, V, for this model is93

the following [14]:94

I = Ipv − I0

[
exp

(
V + IRs

naVT

)
− 1

]
− V + IRs

Rsh
. (1)

Fig. 3. I–V (current-voltage) and P–V (power-voltage) curves of a Si solar
cell.

95

In this equation the first term is the photocurrent, the second 96

one is the current through the diode, and the third term represents 97

the current through the shunt resistor (see Fig. 2). VT is the 98

thermal voltage (VT = κT/q; κ being the Boltzmann constant, T 99

the temperature, and q the electron charge), a is the ideality factor 100

of the diode and, finally, n is the number of series-connected cells 101

in the panel. 102

The use of the 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model is 103

challenging for two important reasons are as follows. 104

1) The equation parameters (Ipv, I0, a, Rs, and Rsh) are 105

calculated with regard to specific values of both the solar 106

irradiance, G, on the cell/panel, and its temperature, T. 107

2) Equation (1) is an implicit mathematical expression. 108

Therefore, for a given value of the output voltage V the 109

calculation of the corresponding output current I is not 110

direct. 111

There are several methodologies to extract the parameters of 112

the 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model depending on the 113

available information [28]–[34]. If the performance curve of the 114

photovoltaic device (that is, the I–V curve, see Fig. 3) is known 115

for certain values of irradiance and temperature, it is possible to 116

fit (1) to the data. If only the characteristic points of the I–V curve 117

(short circuit current Isc, open circuit voltage Voc, and current 118

and voltage at maximum power point (MPP) Imp and Vmp) are 119

known, it is also possible to estimate the parameters of the model. 120

Besides, as manufacturers normally give information on the vari- 121

ation of these characteristic points in relation to the irradiance 122

and the temperature, it is possible to calculate the I-V curve for 123

any ambient conditions [35]–[40] (see also Appendix II). 124

A. Extracting the Parameters of the 1-Diode/2-Resistor 125

Model. First Methodology 126

If the current and voltage values at the three characteristic 127

points (Isc, Voc, Imp, and Vmp) of the I–V curve are known, and 128

the maximum power condition at V = Vmp 129

∂I

∂V

∣∣∣∣
V=Vmp;I=Imp

= − Imp

Vmp
(2)
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are taken into account, it is possible to derive the following four130

equations by replacing the values of the current and voltage in131

(1) and (2), and reorganizing the remaining terms [14]132

Ipv =
Rsh +Rs

Rsh
Isc (3)

I0 =
(Rsh +Rs) Isc − Voc

Rsh exp
(

Voc

naVT

) (4)

naVTVmp(2Imp−Isc)
(VmpIsc+Voc(Imp−Isc))(Vmp−ImpRs)−naVT (VmpIsc−VocImp)

= exp
(

Vmp+ImpRs−Voc

naVT

)
(5)

Rsh =
(Vmp − ImpRs) (Vmp −Rs (Isc − Imp)− naVT )

(Vmp − ImpRs) (Isc − Imp)− naVT Imp
.

(6)

Based on the above equations, the solution procedure is sum-133

marized as follows.134

1) Estimate the ideality factor a. Its value is reasonably within135

the bracket [1, 1.5] [40], [41].136

2) Obtain the value of Rs from (5).137

3) Obtain the value of Rsh from (6).138

4) Obtain the value of I0 from (4).139

5) Obtain the value of Ipv from (3).140

Once all parameters have been extracted, (1) needs to be141

solved for the required values of the solar cell/panel output volt-142

age. These calculations require a certain degree of mathematical143

skills for solving implicit equations (by iterative methods or144

programing the appropriate computational tools, for example).145

Another way to solve the explicit equation is by using the146

Lambert function W0 (see Appendix I) [42]147

I =
Rsh(Ipv+I0)−V

Rsh+Rs
−

naVT

Rs
W0

(
RshRsI0

naVT (Rsh+Rs)
exp

(
RshRs(Ipv+I0)+RshV

naVT (Rsh+Rs)

))
.

(7)

This methodology (1) to (6) was successfully used by the148

researchers from the IDR/UPM Institute to fit the 1-diode/2-149

resistor equivalent circuit model to the well-known experimental150

data from Easwarahanthan et al. [43]. The results obtained were151

among the best ones found in the available literature in terms of152

non-dimensional RMSE (see Table I)153

ξ =
RMSE

Isc
=

1
Isc

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
i=1

(Icalc,i − Ii)
2 (8)

where Ical,i are the calculated currents and Ii are the measured154

currents from the experimental I–V curve.155

B. Extracting the Parameters of the 1-Diode/2-Resistor156

Model. Second Methodology157

The second methodology proposed is based on the negative158

branch of the Lambert function, W−1 (see Appendix I). As solv-159

ing (5) to obtain the value of Rs implies an iterative procedure,160

the following explicit equation was proposed [15]:161

Rs = A (W−1 (B exp (C))− (D + C)) (9)

TABLE I
BENCHMARK BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY (CUBAS ET AL.) AND

OTHER PARAMETER EXTRATION METHODS PROPOSED BY OTHER AUTHORS.
COMPARISON BASED ON THE NONDIMENSIONAL RMSE APPLIED TO THE DATA

FROM THE PWP 201 SOLAR MODULE [43]. FROM [14]

where 162

A =
naVT

Imp
(10)

B = − Vmp (2Imp − Isc)

VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)
(11)

C = −2Vmp − Voc

naVT
+

VmpIsc − VocImp

VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)
(12)

D =
Vmp − Voc

naVT
. (13)

The above equations were successfully applied to calculate 163

the I-V curves of a photovoltaic device for different levels of 164

irradiance and temperature [15]. 165

C. An Explicit Method as an Alternative for the 166

1-Diode/2-Resistor Model 167

Explicit methods for describing solar cells/panels’ perfor- 168

mance have been developed as an alternative to the 1-diode/2- 169

resistor equivalent circuit model. These methods consist of 170

simple and explicit mathematical expressions equivalent to the 171

1-diode/2-resistor model (1), which provide a quite proper so- 172

lution when: 173

1) a quick answer is required; or 174

2) some photovoltaic modeling needs to be programed in 175

some specific software environment, such as ESATAN in 176

case of thermo-electric coupled analysis. 177

The following explicit equation was proposed by IDR/UPM 178

Institute researchers to be used instead of (1) [18], [22]: 179

I =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Isc

(
1 −

(
1 − Imp

Isc

)(
V

Vmp

) Imp
Isc−Imp

)
;V ≤ Vmp

Imp

(
Vmp

V

)(
1 −

(
V −Vmp

Voc−Vmp

)η)
;V ≥ Vmp

.

(14)
This expression only depends on one parameter, η, which 180

can be approximated by using the current and voltage at the 181

characteristic points as 182

η =

(
Isc
Imp

)(
Isc

Isc − Imp

)(
Voc − Vmp

Voc

)
. (15)
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Fig. 4. Explicit (13) fitted to the I–V curve from RTC France Si solar cell
[43]. The equivalent 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model, (1) has been
also fitted to the data.

Nevertheless, if the current and voltage values, I ∗ and V ∗,183

for at least one point of the I–V curve between Vmp and Voc are184

available, it is possible to derive an exact solution for η185

η =
ln (VmpImp − V ∗I∗)− ln (VmpImp)

ln (V ∗ − Vmp)− ln (Voc − Vmp)
. (16)

Fig. 4 shows the fitting of (14) to the data of a Si solar cell,186

together with the fitting of (1), that represents the mathematical187

expression of the 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model. As188

it can be observed, the explicit equation defined at the IDR/UPM189

Institute perfectly matches the experimental data. Furthermore,190

if the nondimensional RMSE values are compared (8), the value191

corresponding to the explicit equation, ξ = 0.0041, is quite192

reduced, although the one from 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent193

circuit model is logically better, ξ = 0.0009. Nevertheless,194

focusing on the section of the I–V curve which is around the195

MPP, the difference between the accuracy of both models is196

reduced (ξ = 0.0014 and ξ = 0.0007, respectively) [51].197

III. LI-ION BATTERIES PERFORMANCE MODEL198

The use of equivalent circuit models for battery modeling199

is quite usual, with several references being available in the200

literature [52], [53]. Most of the models are devoted to relate201

the state of charge and the output current rate of the battery to202

the output voltage.203

As said in Section I, a new model to analyze the performance204

of Li-ion batteries was developed thanks to the maintenance205

done on the battery of the UPMSat-2, and the testing campaigns206

at the thermal vacuum chamber of the IDR/UPM Institute (see207

Fig. 5). In the testing campaign related to the UPMSat-2 battery,208

efficiencies up to 97.5% were measured, suggesting the possibil-209

ity of using the energy transferred from the battery as the control210

parameter to analyze its performance [54], [55].211

In Fig. 6, the equivalent circuit models of a battery during212

discharging and charging processes can be observed. If assumed213

that the energy losses of the battery are caused only by the214

internal resistor in each process, Rd and Rc, the discharged215

energy rate, φ, from the ideal internal source can be defined216

Fig. 5. UPMSat-2 integration and testing campaign. Testing at the thermal
vacuum chamber of the IDR/UPM Institute. (Photo courtesy of IDR/UPM
Institute).

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit models of a battery during discharge (left) and charge
(right).

as 217

φ = φ0 +

∫ t

t0

EdIdt = φ0 +

∫ t

t0

(
V I +RdI

2
)
dt (17)

φ = φ0 −
∫ t

t0

EcIdt = φ0 −
∫ t

t0

(
V I −RcI

2
)
dt (18)

for the discharging and charging processes, respectively. It is 218

important to underline that φ represents in each instant the 219

amount of discharged energy from the whole capacity of the 220

battery. In the above equations, Ec and Ed are the internal voltage 221

levels of the battery during charging and discharging processes, 222

V is the output voltage, I is the output current, and φ0 is the 223

discharge energy level at instant t0. The battery output voltage, 224

V, can be defined (for both, discharging and charging processes) 225

as a function of φ and I: 226

V (φ, I) = Ed −RdI (19)

V (φ, I) = Ec +RcI. (20)
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Fig. 7. Discharging (top) and charging (bottom) curves at constant current
rates, from the Samsung INR 18650-25R cells-based Li-ion battery tested at the
IDR/UPM Institute.

227

In these equations the internal voltages need to be defined228

in relation to the discharged energy and a group of parameters,229

that is, Ed = f (φ, Ed
1, Ed

2, Ed
3 …) and Ec = g (φ, Ec

1, Ec
2,230

Ec
3 …). To fit both equations to a specific battery behavior, a231

testing campaign is required.232

In order to check this methodology, a testing campaign was233

carried out at the IDR/UPM Institute on a 17.2 A·h Li-ion battery234

composed of Samsung INR 18650-25R cells. This battery, very235

similar to the one from the UPMSat-2 in terms of capacity and236

chemistry, was tested to obtain the necessary data. In Fig. 7, the237

different discharging and charging curves obtained at constant238

current rates are shown.239

As it can be observed, in these curves, the output voltage of240

the battery is plotted in relation to the discharged and charged241

Ampere-hour level. This variable is the most popular in relation242

to battery analysis, as it is simple to be measured (at constant243

current rate, it only requires a chronometer). However, its use244

can lead to the need of new equations, such as Peukert’s law245

to relate the capacity of the battery (measured in A·h) to the246

discharging current rate. This is avoided by using the analysis247

methodology based on the discharged energy rate, φ, defined by248

(17) and (18).249

Two important steps need to be taken once the data from the250

discharging-charging processes (see Fig. 7) have been measured.251

1) Estimation of the internal resistor values, Rd and Rc, based252

on the vertical distance between the curves from Fig. 7.253

2) Recalculation of curves from Fig. 7. To be done based on254

these resistor estimations and (17) and (18), which allow to255

plot new curves showing the output voltage, V, in relation256

to the discharged energy rate, φ (see Fig. 8).257

Fig. 8. Discharging (top) and charging (bottom) curves at constant current
rates, plotted in relation to the discharged energy rate, φ. The proposed models,
based on (19) to (22) have been fitted to these data (dashed lines).

The following equations are proposed for the internal voltage 258

Ed(φ, I) = Ed
0 + Ed

1 φ

+ (Ed
20 + Ed

21I + Ed
22I

2) exp[(Ed
30 + Ed

31I)φ]
(21)

Ec(φ, I) = Ec
0 + Ec

1φ+ Ec
2 exp (E

c
3φ) (22)

and for the internal resistor at discharging and charging pro- 259

cesses, Rd and Rc 260

Rd(I) = Rd,0 +Rd,1I (23)

Rc(I) = Rc,0 +Rc,1I. (24)

Then, (19) and (20) can be rewritten as 261

V (φ, I) = Ed
0 + Ed

1 φ

+ (Ed
20 + Ed

21I + Ed
22I

2) exp[(Ed
30 + Ed

31I)φ]

− (Rd,0 +Rd,1I) I (25)

V (φ, I) = Ec
0 + Ec

1φ+ Ec
2 exp (E

c
3φ)

+ (Rc,0 +Rc,1I) I (26)

and fitted to the new curves, see Fig. 8 and Tables II and III. 262

As new values of the internal resistors Rd and Rc are obtained 263

in these fittings (close to the estimated from the curves plotted 264

in Fig. 7, though), the curves from Fig. 8 can be recalculated 265

again in order to stablish an iterative process to obtain more 266

accurate coefficients from the discharging and charging models 267

(the works carried out at the IDR/UPM suggest that this iterative 268
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TABLE II
DICHARGING MODEL COEFFICIENTS (25), FITTED TO THE TESTING

DATA (SEE FIG. 8)

TABLE III
CHARGING MODEL COEFFICIENTS (26), FITTED TO THE TESTING

DATA (SEE FIG. 8)

Fig. 9. Hysteresis model to analyze Li-ion batteries.

process does not worth the effort, as not a higher accuracy is269

gained).270

Once both the discharging and charging models have been271

fitted to the data, they can be integrated into a hysteresis model272

as shown in Fig. 9. This model is quite accurate but it cannot273

simulate the dynamic effects produced by sudden changes on the274

discharging/charging current rate, I [56]. In order to simulate275

these effects, the series resistor Rd at the top of the circuit276

sketch in Fig. 9 should be substituted by three elements series-277

connected: one internal resistor and two couples of parallel-278

connected resistor-capacitor pairs [54]. Nevertheless, for many279

applications in which sudden changes of the current rates are280

not common, or in early design of power systems with batteries281

(such as the concurrent design of space missions in CDF), this282

implementation of the hysteresis model can be left aside.283

Fig. 10. Discharging (top) and charging (bottom) curves at constant current
rates, plotted in relation to the discharged energy rate, φ. The simplified linear
models (27) and to (28) have been fitted to these data (dashed lines).

TABLE IV
DICHARGING MODEL COEFFICIENTS (27), FITTED TO THE TESTING

DATA (SEE FIG. 10)

TABLE V
CHARGING MODEL COEFFICIENTS (28), FITTED TO THE TESTING

DATA (FIG. 10).

A further simplification of this model can be also proposed in 284

order to produce quicker solutions. Bearing in mind the shape 285

of the curves from Fig. 8, it can be said that the behavior of the 286

battery can be assumed to be linear in relation to the discharged 287

energy rate, φ. Therefore, the following simplified equations are 288

proposed for the internal voltage at discharging and charging 289

processes 290

V (φ, I) = Ed
0 + Ed

1 φ−RdI (27)

V (φ, I) = Ec
0 + Ec

1φ+RcI. (28)

The above equations were successfully fitted to the data, see 291

Fig. 10 and Tables IV and V. 292

It should be emphasized the relevance of the simplified linear 293

model in many engineering simulations, as in many applica- 294

tions the batteries are used with moderate discharge states (i.e., 295
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avoiding deep states of discharge). Deep discharge situations296

are quite dangerous for Li-ion batteries, as some cells might297

reach a voltage level so low that its recovery during charge298

could be compromised. This voltage level for Li-ion technology299

is 2.5 V (cell output voltage). Bellow this point the cell can be300

permanently damaged.301

Furthermore, being supposedly above this voltage level by302

taking the battery output voltage divided by the number of series-303

connected cells does not guarantee safety, as the unbalance of304

the cells within each one of the series of the battery could make305

the voltage of some of them below 2.5 V, or even lower.306

Due to the above reasons (and leaving aside the effect of307

temperature and loss of performance related to large number308

of discharging/charging cycles), the batteries are used mainly in309

the linear part of its performance curves. That is, avoiding both310

high and low voltage levels. This is reason for suggesting the311

simplified linear model from (27) and (28).312

IV. CONCLUSION313

In the present article, the methodologies developed at the314

IDR/UPM Institute to analyze photovoltaic technologies and315

Li-ion batteries from space systems are summarized.316

Concerning the photovoltaic technologies, the methodologies317

described are the following.318

1) Analytical methodologies to ease the use of the 1-diode/2-319

resistor equivalent circuit model.320

2) An explicit method that can replace the 1-diode/2-resistor321

equivalent circuit model.322

Both methods require minimum mathematical skills, and323

limited initial data (the characteristic points of the I–V curve).324

With regard to Li-ion battery performance, the use of the325

discharged energy level from the ideal internal source is pro-326

posed as control parameter. The model described in this article,327

based on a hysteresis equivalent circuit model is simple and328

accurate. Besides, a linear simplification of the proposed model329

has been also suggested, as when using a Li-ion battery high330

and low voltage levels are avoided in order to ensure its proper331

functionality.332

The aim of this article is to transfer these methodologies from333

spacecraft engineering to other industrial sectors that involve334

photovoltaic technologies or the use of Li-ion batteries (such335

as the renewable energy sector), and to encourage engineers336

and technicians from these industrial sectors to use the simple337

methodologies described above in their power estimations.338

APPENDIX I339

The Lambert function, W(z) is defined with the following340

expression:341

z = W (z) exp (W (z)) (29)

where z is a complex number. For a real variable x, the Lambert342

function is defined within the bracket [−1/e, �], having a double343

value for negative values of the variable x. In order to solve344

possible conflicts, two different branches are defined for this345

function W0(x), for W(x) ≥ −1, and W−1(x), for W(x) ≤ −1.346

Besides, the branch W0(x) is usually divided into two sections347

that can be better approached separately W0
−(x), for W0(x) ≤ 0, 348

and W0
+(x), for W0 (x) ≥ 0. This function represents a worthy 349

strategy to solve some equations that involve exponentials, as if 350

X = Yexp(Y) then Y = W(X). 351

The following approximations have been found in the litera- 352

ture to this function [57] 353

W−
0 (x) = −1 +

√
ϕ

1 +
((
N1

√
ϕ
)/

N2 +
√
ϕ
) (30)

where 354

ϕ = 2 (1 + x exp (1)) (31)

N1 =

(
1 − 1√

2

)(
N2 +

√
2
)

(32)

N2 = 3
√

2 + 6

−
(
2237 + 1457

√
2
)
exp (1)− 4108

√
2 − 5764(

215 + 199
√

2
)
exp (1)− 430

√
2 − 796

ϕ

(33)

W+
0 (x) = 1.4586887 ln

(
1.2x

ln (2.4x/ln (1 + 2.4x))

)

− 0.4586887 ln

(
2x

ln (1 + 2x)

)
(34)

W−1(x) = − 1 − σ − 5.95061

(
1 − 1

1 + f(σ)

)
(35)

where 355

f(σ) =
0.23766

√
σ

1 − 0.0042σ exp (−0.0201
√
σ)

(36)

356

σ = −1 − ln (−x). (37)

APPENDIX II 357

To calculate the I–V characteristic points the following equa- 358

tions can be used [35]–[37]: 359

Isc =
G

G0
[Isc0 + αIsc (T − T0)] (38)

Imp =
G

G0
[Imp0 + αImp (T − T0)] (39)

Voc = Voc0 + aVT ln
G

G0
+ αV oc (T − T0) (40)

Vmp = Vmp0 + aVT ln
G

G0
+ αVmp (T − T0) (41)

where subscript 0 indicates STCs, i.e., the reference values, 360

and αIsc, αImp, αVoc, and αVmp, are the thermal coefficients 361

(normally supplied by the cell/solar panel manufacturer). 362
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